
ASSIGNMENT 4 MIMETIC SETS 
 
Mimetic set: two subjects mimicking, looking alike or similar to one 
another.   
 
OBJECTIVE: Structure a land or seascape photo to focus on an aspect of 
the natural scene that attracts you most.  Then, find and photograph 
either the physical counterpart or the functional counterpart of your 
natural subject in the urban environment.  In other words, take two 
photographs – one in nature, and one in the city – that look alike OR have 
the same meaning. 
 
ASSIGNMENT RULES:    
 The natural scene must not include any evidence of human 

presence or influence (i.e. fences, barns, cars, airplanes). 
 
 Each subject set must be composed in either vertical or horizontal 

format (portrait or landscape orientation).  That is one shot each of 
nature-scape and cityscape in matching formats. 

 
 The matching images must be vertical-to-vertical or horizontal-to-

horizontal.  
 
 Each photograph must be composed to the best of your ability as 

composition will be a major factor of evaluation.  
 
 Each image must have a single subject in the following manner:  

1)a natural object must be depicted as seen in nature. 2) a man 
made object must be depicted as seen in the urban environment. 
3)the objects must either look like each other in an obvious way, or 
must have the same function within their respective environments. 

 
 
This is an exercise in observation, critical thinking and visualization.  These 
three components of creativity are vital to all photographic applications.  
The recommended method is to walk or drive around looking for 
possibilities that will get you started.  Don’t sit around trying to “think up” 
an idea; it usually is not effective and you’ll end up with an inferior photo 
set. 
 
Observation involves looking (the mechanical processes of observing) 
and seeing (the visual exploration, understanding, and/or remembering of 
an object or scene being looked upon). 
 



Critical Thinking is an ability and a process of utilizing information, 
memory, knowledge, experience and immediate cognitions to invent 
solutions. 
 
Visualization is visual thinking.  The learned ability to “see” in thought ( to 
see in the mind’s eye). 


